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Lesson 3: 

The Prosperity Imperative 

The prosperity imperative is the call of becoming, of expressing our true Self in its fullness.              

— from the Jewel of Abundance
1
 

 

Within us all there is an unrelenting press of Spirit upon the soul. It calls us to express, fulfill our 

divine potential and thrive. We naturally feel that press and have glimpses of possibility, dreams 

of becoming. What are we to make of those urges? Are they just pipe dreams, fancies of our 

imagination? Should we take it seriously? Many of us want to heed that soul call when we feel it 

but don’t know how or wonder if it is wise. Doubts arise that close the door to even exploring, let 

alone fulfilling our potential. We don’t know how to begin. Or perhaps we don’t trust our ability 

to succeed. Our dreams can seem too far out of reach. Even if we are firmly on the path of 

following our life vision, we may find ourselves reconsidering whether or not we are up for it. Do 

we have what it takes? 

To fully honor Life’s prosperity imperative is to claim it as integral to our spiritual path, tied to 

expressing our innate divine potential. Because the urge arises from the soul itself, it comes with 

support. It’s not apart from the spiritual imperative to awaken fully. Behind that urge is the 

allness of divine Life with divine support and grace. It includes it all—a full support package. Our 

prospering life journey is comprehending and experiencing, in fullness, what we first intuit as 

possibility—that there is a divine power and presence at work in our life and it intends for us to 

thrive.   

																																																													
1
 Ellen Grace O’Brian, The Jewel of Abundance: Finding Prosperity through the Ancient Wisdom of Yoga (Novato: New 

World Library, 2018), 9. 
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Not every urge or dream that arises in the mind is ours to pursue. Discerning what is right for us 

takes contemplation, exploration, courage, and willingness. Even before discerning the way 

forward with an inspiration, we begin by noticing and claiming the experience itself. We witness 

the urge to thrive and see it in the light and perspective of the four soul-inspired aims of life.  

Let’s circle back to Artha 365! Practice 1 and Lessons 1 & 2 to see how we are progressively 

opening ourselves to the change in consciousness required to cooperate with Life’s prosperity 

imperative. 

Notice the Soul’s Yearning  

Lesson 1 turned our attention to what Paramahansa Yogananda called “the real You” – that which 

is infinite in its potentiality. We contemplated the question: What might it be like to let go of old 

limiting thoughts and beliefs and open wide the doors possibility? This contemplation invites us 

to recognize: As the dream of fulfillment arises from the soul itself, we are inherently enough to 

realize it. The divine impetus of the dream is also the source of its support. A powerful 

contemplation!  

Instead of damping down the soul’s fire of expression with old negative beliefs, how would it be 

to welcome our inspirations and soul nudges with genuine curiosity? Acknowledging that they 

arise from and are integral to our journey of Self-realization and Self-actualization has 

tremendous power. No need to run out and start a new business! Just sit with this awareness for 

a time. Make room for a new way of thinking, a new way of seeing yourself. Appreciate your soul 

fire. Tend it with Self-trust. Allow it to unfold from within. 

Along with expanding our viewpoint to be open to possibility, our practice this month of chanting 

the Gayatri Mantra invites divine support by anchoring our awareness in the present moment, 

purifying the mental field, and becoming receptive to divine guidance, support, and inspiration.  
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Cultivate Balance 

Lesson 2 had us explore how to cultivate a dynamic, living sense of balance. This step is crucial. As 

we become aware of and then attuned to higher potentials, we might feel like we must do 

something about it immediately. Maybe we’ve put off fulfilling our potential for so long that 

we’re finally motivated to get going. Or perhaps we now give ourselves permission to prosper. 

Our soul engine is revving! But first, it is wise to consider our whole-life context. How does our 

dream help us toward realizing all four of the purusharthas? Can we approach it in a balanced 

way? Can we pursue what has heart and meaning for us without getting caught up in the desire 

for more and more that interferes with the quality of our daily life? The life aim of artha is always 

held close to dharma—a life of higher purpose imbued with divine support. As Paramahansa 

Yogananda noted, the prospering life is the ability to have what we need, when we need it. When 

artha and dharma are in harmony, a wealth of resources (both subtle and material) become 

available to us and we learn how to both attract and accept them. 

As I write about this, I see the movement between lesson 1 and 2 like that of a Tai Chi master who 

begins with attention and awareness at her core. She takes a step forward and her hands fluidly 

move out from that center, then skillfully move back to center again before the next movement. 

There is a flow to prosperous living when we continually re-orient our attention and awareness to 

Self-awareness. Dharma, artha, kama, moksha. Dharma, artha, kama, moksha. Not getting lost in 

achievement, not getting stuck in doing nothing.  Keeping the four aims in view is integral to this. 

The very definition of purushartha, “for the sake of the soul,” says it all. Would you prosper? Make 

sure you are living with higher purpose. Want to fulfill your dharma? Be open to prosper.  

Claim Your Path of Transformation  

Insight into the spiritual origin of the prosperity imperative allows us to claim the life goal of 

artha or wealth as an avenue of spiritual transformation. No longer separating our ideas and 
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inspirations to thrive from our aspirations for spiritual awakening, we begin to embrace our life 

energy holistically, in an inspired and balanced way. We recognize thriving as a path of 

transformation it can be. And, we begin thriving now, right where we are. Why put it off any 

longer? Whether our current circumstances appear advantageous to prospering or full of 

challenges that seem detrimental, today is a perfect day to thrive, and everything in our life 

supports it.  

Just as the sage Lahiri Mahasaya remarked that the world is an auspicious place for sadhana or 

spiritual practice, we can embrace the “world of our life” as auspicious, conducive to our growth 

and awakening. We can declare the truth that right now, right where we are, we are on a 

prospering path. With that declaration, we affirm that our life is perfectly arranged for it.  

In the Jewel of Abundance, I wrote: The conditions in our life right now are exactly what we need 

to help us wake up, grow up, and show up—to learn to live with higher purpose and develop 

skillful means.
2
 Imagine! Everything in our life is perfectly arranged to support us to thrive—to 

learn whatever we need to learn, to gain clarity of focus and purpose, to grow in faith, to discover 

in ever more powerful ways our relationship with the Infinite.  

An empowering step to take right away is to look at the current conditions in our life with 

compassionate curiosity. Not with negativity, or with judgment, or even with pride, but viewing 

with dispassion while asking the question: What are the conditions in my life right now? Take an 

inventory of your wealth as it expresses in all areas of your life. Where do you see or experience 

signs of thriving?  How is thriving apparent in your work, your relationships, health, spiritual life, 

or creative endeavors? Does it appear that prosperity is lacking anywhere or that greater 

fulfillment is welcome?  

																																																													
2
 Ibid. p. 13 
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Now, imagine or envision thriving in every aspect of your life. What would that be like? Take time 

to write about it and describe it, fill in the details and remember to include how it will feel to be 

living such abundance. (These questions are included in this week’s journal.) 

Full Aliveness 

The prosperity imperative is Life’s demand for us to thrive, to wake up and live our soul-inspired, 

soul-directed life. This thriving is not to be mistaken for accomplishing more and more. Its 

measurements are the soul qualities of radiant aliveness, complete well-being, love, peace, 

wisdom, and joy. It is those qualities that overflow into meaningful, inspired work; loving 

relationships; and a healthy, balanced lifestyle. The soul thrives—that is its natural inclination and 

its persistent invitation.  

 

To support your practice, refer to: 

The Jewel of Abundance, p. 9 – 16 

 

 

 

 


